
SQUAT
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SCORE           EASE SCALE           QUALITY SCALE     CORRECTIVES
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Unable to do the exercise

You’re trying to survive the 
exercise. Form isn’t even on 

your mind. Not recommended 
as a regular state

It’s difficult & fatigue builds 
quickly - but it’s not killing you. 

If you force more reps things 
might change

Your movement feels strong 
and steady, with an enjoyable 
sense of effort. You can keep 

this up for a while

It’s starting to feel less like 
exercise and more like a 

normal way to move and play

Felt significant pain

Unable to perform with
technical quality

Can only achieve 2 technical 
points - i) & ii)

Can achieve 3 technical 
points - i) ii) & iii)

Can achieve 4 technical 
points - i) ii) iii) & iv)

You can laugh 
while you move

Consult a PT/Physio

Foam roll, stretch, use post 
or weight to learn squat

Foam roll, mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

Foam roll mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

 

Foam roll, practice

MOVEMENT ASSESSMENTS
i) Heels flat on ground

ii) Knees safe - inline with hips & feet
iii) Upright posture

iv) Butt to heel
v) Balanced



JUMP & LAND
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SCORE           EASE SCALE           QUALITY SCALE     CORRECTIVES
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Unable to do the exercise

You’re trying to survive the 
exercise. Form isn’t even on 

your mind. Not recommended 
as a regular state

It’s difficult & fatigue builds 
quickly - but it’s not killing you. 

If you force more reps things 
might change

Your movement feels strong 
and steady, with an enjoyable 
sense of effort. You can keep 

this up for a while

It’s starting to feel less like 
exercise and more like a 

normal way to move and play

Felt significant pain

Unable to perform with
technical quality

Can only achieve 2 technical 
points - i) & ii)

Can achieve 3 technical 
points - i) ii) & iii)

Can achieve 4 technical 
points - i) ii) iii) & iv)

You can laugh 
while you move

Consult a PT/Physio

Foam roll, stretch, use post 
or weight to learn squat

Foam roll, mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

Foam roll mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

 

Foam roll, practice

MOVEMENT ASSESSMENTS
i) Knees safe on take off - inline with hips & feet
ii) Knees safe on landing - inline with hips & feet

iii) Landing with great balance and strength
iv) Good posture on landing

v) Good power production & distance - smooth take off and landing



SINGLE LEG
SQUAT
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Unable to do the exercise

You’re trying to survive the 
exercise. Form isn’t even on 

your mind. Not recommended 
as a regular state

It’s difficult & fatigue builds 
quickly - but it’s not killing you. 

If you force more reps things 
might change

Your movement feels strong 
and steady, with an enjoyable 
sense of effort. You can keep 

this up for a while

It’s starting to feel less like 
exercise and more like a 

normal way to move and play

Felt significant pain

Unable to perform with
technical quality

Can only achieve 2 technical 
points - i) & ii)

Can achieve 3 technical 
points - i) ii) & iii)

Can achieve 4 technical 
points - i) ii) iii) & iv)

You can laugh 
while you move

Consult a PT/Physio

Foam roll, stretch, use post 
or weight to learn squat

Foam roll, mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

Foam roll mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

 

Foam roll, practice

MOVEMENT ASSESSMENTS
i) Heel flat on ground

ii) Knees safe - inline with feet & hips
iii) Upright posture
iv) Kneel to ground

v) Balanced



BRIDGE
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Unable to do the exercise

You’re trying to survive the 
exercise. Form isn’t even on 

your mind. Not recommended 
as a regular state

It’s difficult & fatigue builds 
quickly - but it’s not killing you. 

If you force more reps things 
might change

Your movement feels strong 
and steady, with an enjoyable 
sense of effort. You can keep 

this up for a while

It’s starting to feel less like 
exercise and more like a 

normal way to move and play

Felt significant pain

Unable to perform with
technical quality

Can only achieve 2 technical 
points - i) & ii)

Can achieve 3 technical 
points - i) ii) & iii)

Can achieve 4 technical 
points - i) ii) iii) & iv)

You can laugh 
while you move

Consult a PT/Physio

Foam roll, stretch, use post 
or weight to learn squat

Foam roll, mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

Foam roll mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

 

Foam roll, practice

MOVEMENT ASSESSMENTS
i) Heels flat & hands beside ears

ii) Hips held high
iii) Chest push towards wall

iv) Balanced
v) Hold for minimum 5 seconds



TRUNK STABILITY
PUSH UP
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Unable to do the exercise

You’re trying to survive the 
exercise. Form isn’t even on 

your mind. Not recommended 
as a regular state

It’s difficult & fatigue builds 
quickly - but it’s not killing you. 

If you force more reps things 
might change

Your movement feels strong 
and steady, with an enjoyable 
sense of effort. You can keep 

this up for a while

It’s starting to feel less like 
exercise and more like a 

normal way to move and play

Felt significant pain

Unable to perform with
technical quality

Can only achieve 2 technical 
points - i) & ii)

Can achieve 3 technical 
points - i) ii) & iii)

Can achieve 4 technical 
points - i) ii) iii) & iv)

You can laugh 
while you move

Consult a PT/Physio

Foam roll, stretch, use post 
or weight to learn squat

Foam roll, mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

Foam roll mobilise extension 
through upper spine, practice

 

Foam roll, practice

MOVEMENT ASSESSMENTS
i) Hold a strong straight arm plank position

ii) Maintaining strong brace of trunk & legs during lower
iii) Lower fully to floor

iv) Maintaining strong brace of trunk & legs during return to start
v) Can perform 5 good reps or more


